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1. Name of Data Item
	
	Operational De-icing and Snowfall Accumulation Product

2. Description of Data Item

	The problem facing the pilot and dispatch organization is deciding when to de-ice aircraft based upon their estimates of current conditions, and the amount of time before the aircraft is likely to be cleared for take-off.  Field and laboratory studies have shown that the amount of time an aircraft is protected by a deicing fluid is inversely proportional to the liquid equivalent precipitation rate.  The anticipated liquid equivalent snowfall rate, therefore, in combination with past accumulated liquid equivalent precipitation for a given location, and directly related to the estimated protection time available before take-off, would be useful information to decide whether or not further deicing would be necessary prior to take-off.  The operational de-icing and snowfall accumulation product will
automatically relate radar reflectivity and snowfall rate to total liquid water accumulation and projected accumulation on aircraft control
surfaces over fixed time intervals.  This accumulation and forecast product will be graphically displayed for airline dispatchers and gate 
control, airport runway managers, and local air traffic controllers.

	Although the responsibility for aircraft de-icing decisions is legally only the pilots, the guidance and decision aides currently available to help make this decision and to share necessary information with others whose functions critically depend on it, are clearly limited.  When an aircraft should be de-iced is currently a difficult decision, based on subjective assessments of its current condition, future meteorological conditions, and an estimate of the amount of time before take-off.  Moreover, current National Weather Service guidance regarding icing conditions relates visibility to snowfall rate and may be misleading.  FAA standards regarding icing accumulation and aircraft inspection are based on visual cues, at the same time that they explicitly acknowledge that very small (invisible) accumulations on all aircraft control surfaces may be potentially hazardous to flight.  Resulting pilot de-icing decisions based on this guidance contribute to aviation accidents and affect flight dispatch and air traffic control functions, and drive airport operating rates. 

3. Benefits

	Commercial aircraft (part 121) accidents due to inadequate de-icing and runway surfaces are not uncommon, though hardly routine occurrences.   Based on a Volpe National Transportation Systems Center analysis for the FAA, an average of about 3, de-icing related, commercial airline accidents will occur per year in the future. An analysis prepared for the NASA-ASIST program estimated that about 10 percent of these accidents might be avoidable with better weather situation awareness and de-icing decision aides available at major airport terminals. This would save about 6 commercial aircraft in the U.S. from de-icing accidents over the next 20 years, producing an annual de-icing safety benefit of about $60 million.  

4. Source of the Data

	The sources of the data for this product are commercial vendors using the National Weather Service (NWS) NEXRAD Information and Distribution System (NIDS), such as WSI and Kavouras, and the NWS Automated Surface Observations System (ASOS) and airport weather observers, together with weather station snow gauges.    

5. Nature of the Data
	
	The operational deicing and snowfall accumulation system uses automatically processed Doppler radar reflectivity and velocity data from operational, WSR-88D (Doppler) weather radar, ASOS 5-minute temperature readings and human surface weather observations, and 1-minute resolution weather station snow gauge measurements of liquid water equivalent rates to compute snow band location and liquid water-equivalent precipitation rates in the terminal area. 










6. What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?

	The most reliable method to get this data on the AOCNet is for NCAR to conduct the data processing and create a series of .gif images (or some other similar web-compatible format), and then either send these images to an AOCNet server via automatic FTP, or have AOCNet users link to a password-protected web page that NCAR would maintain at RAP for a test and demonstration period.  A set of plan view and vertical cross-section coordinates for pre-selected flight levels and regions could be provided.

	Alternatively, NCAR could ship the algorithm output grids to the AOCNet server and a service provider could write a Java applet allowing the graphics to be created on the server for AOCNet airline operations centers and the FAA traffic management unit users (allowing the service provider more flexibility to create critical area cross sections, etc, but also requiring the provider to build the architecture and software necessary to handle the grids and plots).

	For the purposes of an operational testing and evaluation of these product concepts, we think that it might be impractical to give NCAR-EXPERIMENTAL software to an AOCNet service provider.  There is a great deal of "hidden" architecture at NCAR to ingest all of the required data sets, run the software, and create the test imagery which makes these products run.  A costly and very labor-intensive effort by a service provider might be required to identify and duplicate this architecture elsewhere for an operational test and evaluation. 

7. Other Issues

